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INTRODUCTION 

Multi-hazard risk analyses (MHRA) considering all relevant hazards in an area of interest are the first 
step of comprehensive risk management for overall risk reduction. However, their performance raises 
a number of challenges in comparison to single-hazard risk analyses as lacking direct comparability of 
hazards (e.g. inundation depth versus wind speed) differences in hazard modelling and vulnerability 
assessment methods, interactions between processes etc.. To overcome several of these challenges a 
coherent analysis scheme is advisable. However, MHRA consist of a multitude of single steps and 
their performance is therefore time-consuming and error-prone. The software tools HAZUS in the 
USA, RiskScape in New Zealand and CAPRA in Central America tackle this problem already by 
guiding the user through the whole procedure of a MHRA. With the MultiRISK platform we 
developed a similar software tool with the focus on mountain hazards and include furthermore hazard 
interactions and a validation step. 

MultiRISK MODELLING PLATFORM 

First, an analysis scheme developed for regional multi-hazard risk computation on basis of data 
derived from a digital elevation model (DEM) and optionally from land use/cover and lithological 
information was developed. A validation step by means of a confusion matrix was included and the 
relations between the hazards (interactions) were identified and integrated in the scheme as well.  
Second, this overall analysis scheme was implemented in a software tool called “MultiRISK - 
modelling platform” which offers the fast, coherent and reproducible calculation of multi-hazard risks. 
It is based on ArcGIS 9.3 and integrated by Python programming. 
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the MultiRISK modelling platform 
 
The user is step by step guided through the analysis procedure (Figure 1) which starts with the 
definition of the project name, workspace definition and upload of the input data (DEM, optional: land 
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use/cover & lithology). In the next step, the processes to be modelled are chosen (rock fall, debris 
flows, shallow landslides, avalanches and/or river floods). Following, the parameters for the models 
are entered, the parameter choice is confirmed and the model is started. After the hazard modelling, a 
validation on basis of a confusion matrix can be carried out either with past events or with expert 
hazard assessment in the field. After the upload of elements at risk, those threatened by each process 
are identified and quantified (number, length or percentage). 
The modelling platform is linked to a visualisation platform since the output of the analysis is multi-
dimensional and not easily graspable, especially by non-GIS/-cartography experts. Such a tool offers 
the possibility to present the results in a predefined way and the objective in this case is to 
communicate step by step the different facets of the output. 

MultiRISK - VISUALISATION PLATFORM 

The visualisation platform can directly be launched from the modelling platform, the result files are 
saved in a defined folder with pre-established names and an actualisation is associated with the 
initiation. The information is gathered and shared towards an open-source customized web-service. It 
is composed by a web-mapping application based on CartoWeb3 in combination with Mapserver as 
geospatial engine for the interactive mapping application.  
The information produced in the modelling platform is stepwise visualised within the visualisation 
platform, organized in seven topics/switches (Figure 2) and a series of simple GIS tools allows a 
straightforward interface with the spatial information (software installation is avoided). The topics 
offer detailed consideration of e.g. “single hazards” in detail, but only one at a time while under 
“overlapping hazards” up to three processes can be depicted at a time, no detail on the single hazards 
is shown and the overlaps are striped according to the colours of the overlying processes. 

 
 
Fig. 2 Visualization by output mask. Data is collected and shared by combined maps. The tabs below provide a 
common dataset structure between the platforms. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Multi-hazard risk analyses pose a variety of challenges which have to be faced consciously during the 
elaboration of an analysis scheme. The further implementation into a modelling platform offers 
additionally the possibility of rapid and user-friendly recomputation with e.g. modified input data or 
different parameters. And finally the link to a visualisation platform offers the direct and graspable 
communication of the results. 
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